### World

Forty-seven Soviets expelled by France — The French government expelled 47 Soviet personnel Tuesday for spying on French military, technological and scientific secrets. The deportation, surprising due to the presence of French Communists in the Socialists' coalition government, was the latest and most dramatic event in the recent wave of Soviet expulsions from western European countries. Experts believe French President François Mitterrand chose to dramatize the expulsions by ousting the Soviets all together rather than discreetly removing a few at a time. The Soviet government is expected to respond with cuts in trade to France and with the expulsion of French diplomats.

China protests US decision to give asylum to tennis player — In a formal protest Wednesday night, China accused the United States of interfering in its internal affairs through the "condemnable" decision to grant political asylum to Hu Nain, a 19-year-old Chinese tennis star. The US decision, announced Monday, ranks as one of the serious problems embittering Chinese-American relations. Ms. defected in July when she attended an international tennis tournament in San Francisco.

Vietnamese faces attack Cambodian refugee camps — Vietnamese troops occupied the refugee camp controlled by exiled Prince Norodom Sihanouk's forces in O Smach. The attack forced 30,000 Cambodian refugees to flee into Thailand. A Thai warplane bombed Vietnamese positions in Phnom Penh when the troops crossed the Thai border.

### Nation

Communications satellite strays in mishapen orbit — The booster rocket on the world's largest communications satellite malfunctioned while the space shuttle Challenger deployed it Tuesday. The satellite achieved orbit approximately 9000 miles below its intended geosynchronous orbit. NASA spokesmen said the satellite's position can be corrected, but the adjustments may take weeks to accomplish. The $100 million tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) is crucial for the success of the Spacelab flight in September.

3000 protest Reagan's presence in Pittsburgh — President Ronald Reagan arrived in Pittsburgh Wednesday evening to regain political support among blue-collar workers. He was met by a group of 3000 demonstrators, many unemployed steelworkers, protesting the Reagan administration's economic policies. Unemployment in Pittsburgh has risen to 16.6% since 1980. In his speech to the National Conference on the Displaced Worker, Reagan emphasized his support of the $4.6 billion jobs package recently passed by Congress and which Reagan signed into law.

Watt bans the Beach Boys from Fourth of July celebration — Controversial Interior Secretary James Watt has banned the Beach Boys and other rock groups from the government-sponsored Fourth of July celebration on the Washington Mall saying rock music attracts "the wrong element." Watt said the Beach Boys and other such groups "have not attracted families and have in fact created drug and alcohol problems and other serious dangers for visitors." Washington, D.C. radio stations were deluged with protest calls. The Beach Boys said Watt's edict was "unbelievable."

### Weather

Fair skies through the weekend — Skies will be clearing today with some sun in the afternoon. Temperatures will vary today from the middle 50's to the upper 30's tonight. Saturday and Sunday will be partly cloudy with highs in the 50's and lows in the 30's.

---

### Feeling Cooped?

[ ] Guterman
[ ] Hilliard

Then vote in the Coop elections!

---

### Nippon Express USA, Inc.

Air - Ocean

Household Goods

Going Home?

Why not let Nippon Express Boston handle your personal effects.

- Door-to-door service to most major points in the United States and the world.
- Both air and ocean modes.
- Our own truck will pick up your shipment.

---

### Classifieds

**Keys Found**

A set of keys was found outside room 10250. Clean in color of Harvard show ticket. Contact Matt, x-1541, 3-1541.

**Needed:** Idlers for graduation and the pre-commencement exercises, May 27, 1983. Ushers will not be paid. However, they will be permitted to remain in their dormitory free of charge during that week. Interested? Contact Tsvits基层, x-1919, x-4971 or Ann Talisman, x-8586.

**Needed:** Place to stay for summer. Preferably cheap. Must allow pets. An engineering student working in area from 5/31-May-August. Call Mark (607) 722-6546 evenings.

**Female:** 25+, easy-going, responsible, wanted to share sunny Central Square apartment immediately. Convenient to MIT, shopping, $325 monthly includes 2 rooms, all utilities. Security deposit required. Call Sabina x-7385 after 4pm: 547-6742 evenings.

**Young Adult College Group**

New for social events and sports activities to be held on week-ends during the summer in Hyannis Cape Cod sponsored by the Cape-Cod Jewish Society. For information or joining, call Frank or Shari at 332-2225 or 244-0943.

---

**Offering - Cambridge Condo**

1 BR in 12 yr old brick elevator bldg. Large balcony, sun room, hardwood floors, remodeled in kitchen, a/c, dr, w/w, 2 or 3 bedroom. $515K. Call Connie or Mike, 828-5400.

---

**The MIT Equipment Exchange**

The MIT Equipment Exchange offers surplus equipment and supplies to students and staff at reasonable prices. Call Connie, x-2293, m/e 2293 or stop by, 324 Albany St. Open Mon, Wed, Fri: 10am-1pm.